
Oil

Oil prices eased on Friday on renewed concern over the US-China trade dispute, but futures still posted weekly gains, with Brent mark-
ing its biggest weekly increase since January after an attack on Saudi Arabia’s energy industry last weekend. Brent front month contract 
settled down at 64,28 $/bbl on Friday, but this morning oil prices rose more than 1% on doubts over how fast Saudi Arabia can bring 
back its full crude output and as tensions in the Middle East remained at high levels. Despite efforts by top oil exporter Saudi Arabia 
to reassure global markets it can resume full production by the end of this month after an attack on its largest oil processing facility 
in mid-September, buyers and traders remained skeptical. The attack knocked out half of Saudi Arabia’s oil production. We expect the 
market to go up today.

Gas
Friday’s gas prices increased restrained supported by some cooler weather forecasts. The uncertainty surrounding the French nuclear 
power is currently adding a great deal of nervousness to the Gas market. A quiet start to the week is expected with weaker price chang-
es as a result of unchanged carbon and coal prices from the morning time.

Coal

There are a lot of risk factors pressuring the coal market these days. France is adding tension to the supply side as fear of strikes and 
nuclear shutdowns still are major concerns. Oli is again trading higher as concerns over US/Saudi vs. Iran tensions still persist and diffi-
cult gas negotiations between Russia and Ukraine is yet another bullish factor. The API 2 Cal-20 contract closed the week in 70.35 USD/
ton, and together with a bullish energy complex, we expect a further rise in coal in the beginning of this week.  

Carbon

In September, the price of carbon (EUADEC-19) has moved between 24,66 – 27,33 €/ton. During that time, the price movements has 
been determined by movements from other energy complex and the carbon has followed. Today we are near last week close level and at 
the time of writing, there is no clear indication from other markets than oil so we expect rather neutral day today and expected direction 
is sideways. The fundamental model price (which is based on substitution price between coal and gas) is below 20 €/ton.

Hydro

The hydrological situation is fairly normal for the time being but with the latest weather forecasts, the market is heading towards a slight 
deficit again of approximately 1 TWh. A high pressure system has entered Scandinavia from the north effectively blocking the precip-
itation from the west that instead hits western Europe. It was a slightly more high pressure dominated weather on Friday but today it 
opens up for new lows to enter and to push the high pressure more to the east. This could happen in 3-4 days’ time which would lead to 
precipitation slightly above normal again. The GFS-model is in more favor for a unsettled weather pattern again while the EC-model have 
a stronger high pressure and even a new incoming eventually from north again at the end. The precipitation ranging from 4,5 TWh to 7 
TWh. Temperatures below normal in the end of the period, otherwise slightly above in the beginning. 

Germany

As expected Friday was yet another volatile trading day with a bullish sentiment. Forecasts for October now seems to be somewhat 
cooler compared to expectations earlier last week, and together with bullish signals from the fuels markets and carbon the Cal-20 
contract settled the week in 50,35 EUR/MWh. The October contract is under bearish signals this week as high temperatures and decent 
wind occurs. Th contracts further out on the curve are trading down this morning, but there are still bullish signals as the fuels markets 
are still bullish.

Equities

It seems that the trade war issues are the most influential drivers again this morning. The Asian shares has dropped a little and market 
tries to find some clarity is there progress or not in on-going negotiations. On Friday, the majority of global indices ended green outside 
US but in the US market S&P 500, Dow and Nasdaq Composite ended red on Friday. Today, we expect sideways movement in equity 
markets.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market rose slightly on Friday due to relatively dry weather forecasts and rising fuel prices. The power prices are down 
this morning, but the relativly dry weather forecasts as well as the bullish and nervous fuel markets could provid support for rising 
Nordic electricity prices. Going forward there will still be high focus on news from France about their nuclear power situation. Changes in 
previous announcements can quickly affect the market.
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Expectation

Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

21-sep 34,62 35,92 33,08 34,91 38,86 29,93 31,50 October 40,61 42,26 37,28 40,53 45,53 35,78 35,78 October 47,26 35,99 85,36

22-sep 30,35 33,36 32,90 33,17 33,88 29,42 31,22 Q4-19 43,18 45,48 40,13 42,75 46,25 39,00 39,00 Q4-19 47,77 43,65 0,00

23-sep 42,18 42,60 37,27 42,02 52,49 30,69 33,78 2020 43,68 44,93 38,38 40,00 43,55 36,63 36,50 2020 49,59 47,84 0,00
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